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Your Auntie Loves You! - 2016-10-05
Your Auntie Loves You! Is a cute little book about how much your aunt loves you. "More than a zebra with a
polka dot coat, or a little pirate ducky in a teeny, tiny boat!" Written with sweet and simple rhymes that are
sure to make your niece or nephew smile! If you would like to see some sample pages, copy the following
web address and paste it into your browser. http: //www.bookemon.com/read-book/661217 (Make sure you
come back!)
Your Auntie Loves You - Kaylee Joy Van Hoose 2014-02
Van Hoose writes about the beautiful journey when becoming an Auntie. This Auntie is there for the parents
of her niece or nephew to be, and takes an active role in preparing for the baby's birth and life. As someone
once said, "Only an Aunt can give hugs like a mother, keep secrets like a sister and share love like a friend."
This book is perfect for Aunts and their nieces and nephews. It is a rarity in its own genre.
Grandma Loves You! - Helen Foster James 2017-02-15
Portrayed as a bunny family, Grandma and her new grandbaby experience an immediate and precious love.
Auntie and Me - Karen Katz 2018-12-04
Auntie comes for a special visit in this sweet lift-the-flap board book from bestselling author Karen Katz!
Finally, a book for aunts, everywhere! Someone special is at the door! Who could it be? Baby is ready for a
fun-filled day with Auntie in this new interactive lift-the-flap board book from bestselling author Karen Katz!
Little ones will love lifting the sturdy flaps on every page to reveal all of Auntie’s surprises.
That's What Aunts Do - Delaney Spellman 2020-01-02
That's What Aunts Do is a playful story based on the relationship between aunts and nieces/nephews. The
book illustrates the different activities that they might participate in together. From baking cookies to
exploring outside, the message is the same. Every aunt is different, but every aunt loves their little. The
author, Delaney Spellman, thought of the title while out and about with her niece, Addison. During one of
their adventures, someone expressed how devoted and playful she was with Addison. Her response, "That's
what aunts do." Aunts are placed in little lives to bring comfort and excitement. This book was written as a
reminder for the audience. Family is supposed to care for one another. Family builds each other up. We all
need to remember the impact we can and will have on the lives of others. We must love and nurture the
children in our lives.
Not If I See You First - Eric Lindstrom 2015-12-01
In the tradition of novels of Gayle Forman and John Green comes this extraordinary YA debut about a blind
teen girl navigating life and love in high school. Parker Grant doesn't need 20/20 vision to see right through
you. That's why she created the Rules: Don't treat her any differently just because she's blind, and never
take advantage. There will be no second chances. Just ask Scott Kilpatrick, the boy who broke her heart.
When Scott suddenly reappears in her life after being gone for years, Parker knows there's only one way to
react--shun him so hard it hurts. She has enough on her mind already, like trying out for the track team
(that's right, her eyes don't work but her legs still do), doling out tough-love advice to her painfully naive
classmates, and giving herself gold stars for every day she hasn't cried since her dad's death three months
ago. But avoiding her past quickly proves impossible, and the more Parker learns about what really
happened--both with Scott, and her dad--the more she starts to question if things are always as they seem.
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Maybe, just maybe, some Rules are meant to be broken. Combining a fiercely engaging voice with true
heart, debut author Eric Lindstrom's Not If I See You First illuminates those blind spots that we all have in
life, whether visually impaired or not.
The Family Photo - Robert Rosen 2018-11-16
Look at the boy’s family in the photo. Find out who each person is and what they enjoy doing with the boy.
The Auntie and Niece Book - C. L. David 2021-07-31
The perfect gift book for both aunties and nieces! The Auntie & Niece Book celebrates the very special
bond shared between auntie and niece!
Your Auntie Loves You!: Baby Version - Sally Helmick North 2019-02-26
Your Auntie Loves You is a super sweet book about how much a child is loved! "More than a Rhino with an
ice cream cone, or a doggy that is chewing on a great big bone. More than the sunshine in the sky above, or
a couple little duckies that are falling in love!"I have many other versions available including Mimi,
Grammy, Nana, Your Aunt and Uncle, Mimi and Papa and lots of kid's names! Search Amazon for the names
you would like, for example: "Mimi and Papa Love You" by Sally Helmick North." You can also visit my
website to see some of the pages and the names that are available. Kids book with name.com.
Your Auntie Loves You - Aimee Hall 2017-01-24
There is a special bond between an Aunt(ie) and her niece or nephew. This book illustrates the role of an
aunt(ie) through the fun and more challenging moments in life while taking every possible moment to spoil
them, starting at birth.
Forged by Fire - Sharon M. Draper 2013-07-23
Teenage Gerald, who has spent years protecting his fragile half-sister from their abusive father, faces the
prospect of one final confrontation before the problem can be solved.
Dial A for Aunties - Jesse Q. Sutanto 2021-04-27
"Sutanto brilliantly infuses comedy and culture into the unpredictable rom-com/murder mystery mashup as
Meddy navigates familial duty, possible arrest and a groomzilla. I laughed out loud and you will too.”—USA
Today (four-star review) “A hilarious, heartfelt romp of a novel about—what else?—accidental murder and
the bond of family. This book had me laughing aloud within its first five pages… Utterly clever, deeply
funny, and altogether charming, this book is sure to be one of the best of the year!”—Emily Henry, New
York Times bestselling author of Beach Read One of NPR's Best Books of 2021! One of PopSugar’s "42
Books Everyone Will Be Talking About in 2021"! What happens when you mix 1 (accidental) murder with 2
thousand wedding guests, and then toss in a possible curse on 3 generations of an immigrant ChineseIndonesian family? You get 4 meddling Asian aunties coming to the rescue! When Meddelin Chan ends up
accidentally killing her blind date, her meddlesome mother calls for her even more meddlesome aunties to
help get rid of the body. Unfortunately, a dead body proves to be a lot more challenging to dispose of than
one might anticipate, especially when it is inadvertently shipped in a cake cooler to the over-the-top
billionaire wedding Meddy, her Ma, and aunties are working at an island resort on the California coastline.
It's the biggest job yet for the family wedding business—"Don't leave your big day to chance, leave it to the
Chans!"—and nothing, not even an unsavory corpse, will get in the way of her auntie's perfect buttercream
flowers. But things go from inconvenient to downright torturous when Meddy's great college love—and
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biggest heartbreak—makes a surprise appearance amid the wedding chaos. Is it possible to escape murder
charges, charm her ex back into her life, and pull off a stunning wedding all in one weekend?
Your Uncle Loves You! - Sally Helmick North 2016-10-07
A really cute book written in sweet and simple rhymes: "More than a starfish jumping in the sand, or a
crazy cow drummer in a rock and roll band." Illustrated with silly drawings, sure to make any child smile. If
you would like to order a different name and see most of the pages inside the book, go to my website. I have
many names available, or I can create a book for you with any name: kidsbookwithname.com
Aunt Eater Loves a Mystery - Doug Cushman 1989-03-09
CenterFour Aunt Eater Mysteries! A stolen traveling bag . . . A mysterious black shadow on the wall . . . A
thief next door . . . A disappearing cat . . . Don't worry, Aunt Eater is on the case.
Your Aunt Loves You! - Sally North 2016-09-22
"Your aunt loves you, that's so true...more than a fishie, pink and blue.More than a zebra with a polka-dot
coat,or a little pirate duckie on a teeny, tiny boat!"Your niece or nephew is sure to enjoy this sweet and
simple rhyming picture book about how much you love them! Illustrated with fun, silly pictures that are
sure to make them smile!
Auntie Uncle - Ellie Royce 2020-04-28
The narrator thinks it's awesome that his Uncle and his Auntie are the same person. Uncle Leo is an
accountant. Auntie Lotta is a fabulous performer. One day Lotta's family comes to watch her perform at
Pride, where she saves the day by stopping a dog crashing a float. The mayor wants to give her a medal for
courage and to celebrate with all her friends, but Lotta worries that her Leo friends won't like her as Lotta.
With the help of her nephew they put together a fierce look that is both Leo and Lotta. A sweet, uplifting
story about boldly being your true self.
Auntie Loves You Forever Journal - A. Day to Remember Journals 2021-06-22
The best gift for an aunt is the gift of love and appreciation. And the best gift for a nephew or niece is to
learn from the life of his or her auntie! - and that is what you'll get with this journal! This is a journal with
prompts that will guide an aunt to write about her memories and life stories. And loving, remarkable, funny
memories and stories of overcoming challenges can be real treasures, serve as inspiration and even become
lessons to our loved ones when they need it! Remember the first time you carried your nephew and/or
niece? And the first time you baked a cake or had a "date" together? And when he / she fell and you helped
them to feel better? And remember when you were a child and your mother taught you so many things that
you would also like to teach your nephew(s) and/or niece(s)? Our life is full of moments that deserve to be
shared and this journal was designed to help with just that. It contains the following sections: ♥ Important
Facts and Events of your Life - share about family origins, and memories from childhood to becoming an
aunt ♥ Your Special Recommendations for your Nephew or Niece - recommend your favorite book, movie,
place to visit, recipe, financial advice and more... ♥ Selected Memories & Stories Pages - share your top
memories and stories - eg. you may talk about a special trip, time living abroad, the experience in different
places where you worked, a difficult experience that you were able to overcome, and more! ◆ How to use
this journal: Fill any page that you would like, in any of the sections, at any time, until you complete the
journal or until you feel that you, auntie, shared your most important memories. Then give it (back) as a
treasured gift to your nephew and/or niece! Sharing memories and stories with your nephew(s) and niece(s)
can be wonderful for you and for them, do you know why? ✓ He/she will realize that your story and the story
of your ancestors relates to their own; ✓ Writing helps organize the "shelves" of our mind and puts events in
perspective, on a timeline; ✓ Writing also make you re-live happy moments, feel the joy once again; and it
sometimes helps "heal" from past events, too; ✓ Your nephew and/or niece's understanding of the past helps
them to accept themselves as they are, learn that their roots impact the way they are, ✓ Capturing your
memories on paper will bring you joyful & funny memories that will now make others laugh! With this
journal, you will give your nephew and/or niece an opportunity to learn about their family's history, an
inspiration to live happy moments the way you did, and examples of strength that will help them overcome
life's obstacles and challenges. Let's write some beautiful memories and inspiring stories together? Ps1.
This journal is offered in Black & White and Color versions - the content is the same. You are on the Black
& White version page now (ie. the cover of the journal is in Color, and the inside pages are in B&W). If
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you'd like to purchase the version with Color in both the cover and inside pages, please just click on "A Day
to Remember" (our author page on Amazon) and find the Color version with the exact same cover. Ps2. On
our author page you will also have access to our full collection of journals (Family friendly, Educational,
Self-Development and Mental Health journals), and you can find our contact information, too. We release
new journals almost every week, so we invite you to come back to our author page on Amazon and our
Instagram page often - IG: @adaytoremember_journals Thank you!
A Book of Simple Prayers - Gloria Gaither 2008-07-01
Life greets us in different ways each day: We experience joy, confusion, doubt and grief. We walk through
seasons of loneliness and times of closeness with God, family and friends. Each event, the birth of a new
baby, the death of a loved one, the sound of a familiar melody, can be an occasion for prayer. In A Book of
Simple Prayers, beloved songwriter Gloria Gaither shares the prayers she has prayed in moments like
these. At times questioning, playful, trusting or anxious, this collection of Gloria's prayer poetry is a medley
of honest and open-hearted conversation with God. With her renowned mastery of language and matchless
instinct for just the right turn of phrase, she invites us to pray along with her, expressing our hopes and
heartaches to the God who listens.
Aunt Flossie's Hats (and Crab Cakes Later) - Elizabeth Fitzgerald Howard 1991
Sara and Susan share tea, cookies, crab cakes, and stories about hats when they visit their favorite relative,
Aunt Flossie.
Daddy Loves You! - Helen Foster James 2020-03-15
From the author-illustrator team that created Grandma Loves You! comes a touching story just for Daddy
and his newest little bunny. Told in charming verse with signature bunny characters, this book celebrates
the unique relationship a father has with his child and the deep love they share, this pair's adventures and
tender moments will warm the heart.
The Aunts' Book - Caroline Hughes 2011-05-01
Percy is incredibly accident-prone, and holds the dubious record of the most accidents. Percy has had a
small rivalary with Harold, however, they are always willing to help each other when in trouble.
Koala Lou - Mem Fox 1989
A young koala, longing to hear her mother speak lovingly to her as she did before other children came
along, plans to win back her distracted parent's attention. Reprint.
Your Auntie Loves You! - Sally Helmick North 2019-06-12
Your Auntie Loves You! is a super sweet book about how much a child is loved! "More than a Rhino with an
ice cream cone, or a doggy that is chewing on a great big bone. More than the sunshine in the sky above, or
a couple little duckies that are falling in love!"I have many other versions available including Mimi,
Grammy, Nana, Your Aunt and Uncle, Mimi and Papa and many more! Search Amazon for the names you
would like, for example: "Mimi and Papa Love You" by Sally Helmick North". You can also visit my website
to see some of the pages and the names that are available. Kidsbookwithname.com
Mommy Loves You - Helen Foster James 2017-03-15
From the author-illustrator team that created Grandma Loves You! comes a touching story just for Mommy
and baby. Told in charming verse with the signature bunny characters, this book celebrates the deep love a
mother has for her child, this pair's adventures and tender moments will warm the heart.
Auntie Loves You! - Helen Foster James 2018-09-15
This touching tribute to an Auntie's love celebrates the sweet bond between an aunt and her little bunny.
From tender snuggles to play and giggles, author Helen Foster James and illustrator Petra Brown capture
the unique relationship in loving color.
Travels with My Aunt - Graham Greene 2018-04-10
A retired London bank manager is yanked out of the suburbs by his eccentric aunt for a “cheerfully
irreverent” romp across Europe (The Guardian). Now that the dullish Henry Pulling has left his job with an
agreeable pension and a firm handshake, he plans to spend more time weeding his dahlias. Then, for the
first time in fifty years, he sees his aunt Augusta at his mother’s funeral. Charging into her seventies with
florid abandon, not a day of her life wasted, and her future as bright as her brilliant red hair, Augusta
insists that Henry abandon his garden, follow her, and hold on tight. With that, she whisks her nephew out
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of Brighton and boards the Orient Express bound for Paris and Istanbul, then on to Paraguay, and down the
rabbit hole of her past that swarms with swindlers, smugglers, war criminals, and rather unconventional
lovers. With each new stop, Henry discovers not only more about his aunt and her secrets but also about
himself as well. Pulsing with “the tragic and comic ironies of love, loyalty and belief” Graham Greene’s
deceptive lark of novel was made into the 1972 film starring Maggie Smith (The Times, London).
Aunt Crete's Emancipation (Romance Classic) - Grace Livingston Hill 2019-12-18
This eBook edition of "Aunt Crete's Emancipation" has been formatted to the highest digital standards and
adjusted for readability on all devices. All her life, Aunt Crete has been tormented by sister and her niece
but fate has something else in store for her. The arrival of Aunt Crete's nephew suddenly causes a reversal
in her fortune and she gets a chance to live a life of love and respect. Read on!
My Great-Aunt Arizona - Gloria Houston 1997-03-14
Arizona was born in a log cabin her papa built. She grew into a tall girl who liked to sing, square-dance, and
-- most of all -- read and dream of the faraway places she would visit one day. Arizona never did make it to
those places. Instead she became a teacher, helping generations of children in the one-room schoolhouse
which she herself had attended. Gloria Houston's Joyous recounting of her great-aunt Arizona's quiet yet
meaningful life reminds us of the magical place a special teacher can hold in our hearts.
Dirty Gert - Tedd Arnold 2013-01-22
Gert loves dirt. She rolls in it, digs in it, even tastes it. But one day, while she's making mud pies, all that
dirt changes her. Gert sprouts leaves, grows roots, and begins to photosynthesize in the sunlight! Gert is
delighted, but the neighborhood can’t believe it. . . and soon the notoriety becomes too much for the
grungy, green girl. Luckily, Mom and Dad know just what to do! Told in rhythm and rhyme and full of fun,
tongue-twisting vocabulary, Dirty Gert is a celebration of individuality and unconditional love. . . and, of
course, of the fun of playing in the dirt. Tedd Arnold’s cartoonish illustrations—complete with a cast of
whispering worm commentators—express the joy of making mudpies, playing with worms, and most
importantly, spending time with your loving family.
Aunt Julia and the Scriptwriter - Mario Vargas Llosa 2011-03-04
Mario Vargas Llosa's brilliant, multilayered novel is set in the Lima, Peru, of the author's youth, where a
young student named Marito is toiling away in the news department of a local radio station. His young life
is disrupted by two arrivals. The first is his aunt Julia, recently divorced and thirteen years older, with
whom he begins a secret affair. The second is a manic radio scriptwriter named Pedro Camacho, whose
racy, vituperative soap operas are holding the city's listeners in thrall. Pedro chooses young Marito to be
his confidant as he slowly goes insane. Interweaving the story of Marito's life with the ever-more-fevered
tales of Pedro Camacho, Vargas Llosa's novel is hilarious, mischievous, and masterful, a classic named one
of the best books of the year by the New York Times Book Review.
I Love You From Everywhere - K. P. Hofer 2020-11-17
We can't always physically be with the ones we love. Kids might not yet realize that even if we're out of
sight, they are never out of mind. No matter what your relationship is, I Love You From Everywhere was
written to show children examples of the ways they're loved even when they're long-distance.
Your Auntie Loves You - Aimee Hall 2017-01-24
There is a special bond between an Aunt(ie) and her niece or nephew. This book illustrates the role of an
aunt(ie) through the fun and more challenging moments in life while taking every possible moment to spoil
them, starting at birth.
Out of My Mind - Sharon M. Draper 2012-05
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers
a technological device that will allow her to speak for the first time.
Auntie Poldi and the Handsome Antonio - Mario Giordano 2020-08-06
All the beloved, irascible Auntie Poldi wanted from her Sicilian retirement was time to enjoy sunshine, a
free-flowing supply of wine, and a sultry romance with Chief Inspector Montana. But then her idyll is rudely
disrupted by the last person she wants to see on her doorstep - John Owenya, detective inspector with the
Tanzanian Ministry of Home Affairs, who is also her estranged, lying cheat of a husband. Not only is John's
sudden reappearance putting a kink in Poldi's dreamy love affair with Vito Montana, but his presence also
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comes with a plea for help - and unwanted clashes with Mafia. Where is John's half-brother? What is the
ten-million-dollar 'it' that John's brother was last seen with that has both the Sicilian and Tanzanian mobs in
a frenzy? With only a postcard that has a phone number and a name, 'Handsome Antonio', on the back,
Auntie Poldi hops begrudgingly (albeit with a great deal of gumption and panache) back into the saddle (in
this case, an immaculate red Maserati Cabrio from the 80s with cream leather upholstery). The faster she
finds Handsome Antonio, the sooner she can get John Owenya out of her hair and love-life. But the people
Poldi discovers along the way may very well knock her immaculate wig askew.
Aunties - Marnie Reynolds-Bourque 2020-12-11
Aunties are wonderful people full of love. Learn about Aunties, what they do, and learn how to stay in touch
with one!
Auntie Mame - Patrick Dennis 2002-02-05
With a wit as sharp as a vodka stinger and a heart as free as her spirit, Auntie Mame burst onto the literary
scene in 1955--and today remains one of the most unforgettable characters in contemporary fiction. Wildly
successful when it was first published in 1955, Patrick Dennis’ Auntie Mame sold over two million copies
and stayed put on the New York Times bestseller list for 112 weeks. It was made into a play, a Broadway
and a Hollywood musical, and a fabulous movie starring Rosalind Russell. Since then, Mame has taken her
rightful place in the pantheon of Great and Important People as the world’s most beloved, madcap,
devastatingly sophisticated, and glamorous aunt. She is impossible to resist, and this hilarious story of an
orphaned ten-year-old boy sent to live with his aunt is as delicious a read in the twenty-first century as it
was in the 1950s. Follow the rollicking adventures of this unflappable flapper as seen through the wide
eyes of her young, impressionable nephew and discover anew or for the first time why Mame has made the
world a more wonderful place. "Outrageous, hilarious, ribald, sophisticated, slapsatiric." The Denver Post
My Silly Auntie - Jessica Parkin 2019-06-28
When Tilly's Auntie Lottie comes to babysit, things dont go as planned. Enjoy the chaos as Auntie Lottie
tries to run the household for a day and struggles with the cooking, dvds, bubbles in the bath and a whole
host of amusing problems.
Your Tia Loves You! - Sally Helmick North 2016-10-11
A really cute book written in sweet and simple rhymes: "More than a starfish jumping in the sand, or a
crazy cow drummer in a rock and roll band." Illustrated with silly drawings, sure to make any child smile.
See all my Sneaky Snail Stories including different versions like Grammy, Mimi, Auntie, Papa, Papaw and
more! Just search for " Sally Helmick North" 26 pages of funny rhymes and pictures published right here in
the U.S.
I Tried to Change So You Don't Have To - Loni Love 2020-06-23
An inspiring, hilarious memoir about learning to resist the pressures of conformity, love yourself for who
you are, embrace your flaws, and unlock your true potential. Winner of the African American Literary
Award for Memoir! Now cohost of Fox's The Real and SiriusXM's Café Mocha, Loni Love hasn't taken the
typical path to becoming America's favorite straight-talking girlfriend and comedian. She was not the child
of Hollywood legends and she never wore a size 00. Rather, she grew up in housing projects in Detroit,
more worried about affording her next meal than going on a diet. When she moved to Hollywood after
graduating college with an engineering degree, seeking to break out in the entertainment world, there was
nothing that would convince her to eat the kale salads and quinoa bowls that her colleagues introduced her
to, which looked to Love like "weeds my grandma used to pay me a dollar to pull from her yard." Still,
despite the differences that set her apart in the status-driven world of entertainment where being thin,
young, blond, and bubbly is sometimes considered a talent, Love spent years trying to fit in—trying to style
her hair just so, dieting, dating the men she thought she was supposed to be with. In this book, she tells the
uproariously funny story of how she overcame the trap of self-improvement and instead learned to embrace
who she was. As Love writes, "There's a saying a lot of people live by: 'Fake it till you make it.' For me, it's
always been 'fake it, and then have the whole thing blow up in your face.'" I Tried to Change So You Don't
Have To explores all of the embarrassing mistakes, terrifying challenges, and unexpected breakthroughs
that taught her how, by committing ourselves to our own path, we can take control of our destiny.
Auntie Loves You So Much! - Sweetie Sweetie Baby 2020
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Auntie Loves You So Much Book - Personalized Book For Kids There are stories of parents, grandparents,
sisters, and brothers. Now it's time for children to learn just how much their Aunt's love them. Inside, You'll
be able to personalize the book and add the name of your Niece or Nephew . The true joy of becoming an
aunt is indescribable and this book is the perfect moment to share with them. No matter how big they may
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grow, it's important children know just how loved they are and by who. This book makes it easy to bring
families together, and that there is no love comparable to that of an Aunt. The adventures, the memories,
and most of all the hugs. An aunt's love is forever! If you want to get the perfect gift for your Niece or
Nephew, then scroll up and click the BUY NOW button!
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